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(x + a)^n = \sum_{k=0}^{n} \binom{n}{k} x^k a^{n-k}
[Only] a few of the proposed approaches [...] are currently used in practice due to the unavailability of the software or due to difficulties with incorporating the new tools in the existing data analysis pipelines.

- Nesvizhskii10
Hypotheses

• Haskell is easy
• But performance (lists) stinks
• Using a DSL we can recover some “C” performance
• We think the trade-off is acceptable
• Based on this, we can address the richer MS computation domain with ease and performance.
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-- Sum up all the parts for the final answer.
convolve filter input = \text{sum convolvedParts}

where

-- Convolve the whole array with one shift and multiply.
\text{oneFilterElement shift mul} = (\text{input shift mul})

-- Get the filter radius.
r = \text{length filter `div` 2}

-- Do all the shifts and multiplies separately.
\text{convolvedParts} = \text{zipWith oneFilterElement} \ [-r..r] \text{ filter}
• Using Lists:

\[
\text{convolve} :: [\text{Float}] \rightarrow [\text{Float}] \rightarrow [\text{Float}]
\]

• Using PEGGY:

\[
\text{convolve} :: [\text{Float}] \rightarrow \text{PYExpr Float target} \rightarrow \text{PYExpr Float target}
\]

-- Convert the old input to PEGGY GPU data.
peggyInput = toArray listInput
data PYExpr a b = (PYCode a b) (PYMem a b)

data instance PYMem a TargetHaskell = [a]

instance PYCode a TargetHaskell where
  (^+) x y = zipWith (+) x y
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Overview

• Backend with proven potential

• Complete MS analysis implementation

• Abstract to a DSL

• Improved performance
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